
About the Oregon Friends of C.G. Jung About the Presenters

The visionary Swiss psychiatrist Carl Gustav Jung
(1875-1961) was a pioneer in depth psychology who
remains a source of inspiration and enlightenment for
those who are open to the wisdom, creativity, and
 healing potential of the psyche. Oregon Friends of C.G.
Jung offers lectures and workshops in which Jungian
ideas are explored in depth. 

Jung suggested that the psyche unfolds toward
 wholeness over the course of a lifetime, and our public
programs are  presented in the spirit of realizing this
 possibility at both the personal and collective levels –
through a  community of understanding. Those who attend
our lectures and workshops seek to enlarge and  deepen
their understanding of life’s challenges and stages with
the expectation that this inner work confers an abiding
sense of shared meaning and purpose.

Since 1974, our volunteer organization has offered
programs by leading Jungian analysts and scholars from
around the world who bring their insightful and
 innovative perspectives to our community in Portland. 
Our members and our audience-at-large span all walks
of life and all levels of familiarity with Jungian
 psychology. 

In addition to our annual program season, we offer an
extensive library of books, journals, and recordings of
our speakers. We invite you to attend our events and
 participate in a community of seekers who value an   
inner life.

OFCGJ Board of Directors
Rick Brodner, Jelly Helm, Gael Nance, 
Jolinda Osborne, Leonora Perron, Cleo Reilly, 
Roger Smith, Nancy Winklesky

For More Information

Write to us at info@ofj.org or leave a message at  
503-223-3080.

One of our volunteers will get back to you as soon as
possible. You can also learn more about us and our
 programs, and search our library catalog, at our  
website: www.ofj.org.

Jacqueline Wright, EdD, is a Jungian analyst in private
practice in Atlanta. She is a graduate of the C.G.Jung Institute 
in Zurich. Jacqueline is also a senior training analyst in the  Inter-
Regional Society of Jungian Analysts and on the core faculty of
the Memphis-Atlanta and New Orleans training seminars. She
lectures and conducts workshops on Jungian topics related to
love, relationships and sexuality. 

Marilyn Marshall, LPC, is a Jungian analyst in private
practice in New Orleans. She is a senior training analyst in the
Inter-Regional Society of Jungian Analysts and the Coordinator 
of the New Orleans Jungian Seminars. Marilyn facilitates dream
groups and presents lectures and workshops on Jung’s Analytical
Psychology. Her articles in Spring: A Journal of Archetype and
Culture, were A Close-Up of the Kiss, vol. 73, Cinema and
Psyche; and Hurricane Katrina: The Tequila, the Kleenex, and 
the Ivy, vol. 88, Environmental Disasters and Collective Trauma.

John Beebe, MD, a past president of the C.G.Jung Institute
of San Francisco, is a psychiatrist who specializes in
 psychotherapy. He is the author of Integrity in Depth and Energies
and Patterns in Psychological Type: The Reservoir of
Consciousness. He is co-author, with Virginia Apperson, of The
Presence of the Feminine in Film, and co-editor, with Ernst
Falzeder, of The Question of Psychological Types. A Distinguished
Life Fellow of the American Psychiatric Association, he has written
about psychological types for numerous books and journals.
Beebe’s eight-function,  eight-archetype model of type is widely
studied and applied in the field. He has also spearheaded a
Jungian typological approach to the analysis of film.

Sylvia Brinton Perera, MA, LP, lives, practices, 
writes and teaches in New York and Vermont. She has served for
decades on the board and faculty of the C.G.Jung Institute of NY,
and also teaches internationally. Her publications include: Descent
to the Goddess; The Scapegoat Complex; Dreams, A Portal to the
Source (with E. Christopher Whitmont); Celtic Queen Maeve and
Addiction; The Irish Bull God; and many clinical articles.

Donald Kalsched, PhD, is a Jungian analyst and clinical
psychologist who practices in Santa Fe. He is a member of the
C.G.Jung Institute of Santa Fe, a senior faculty member and
supervisor with the Inter-Regional Society of Jungian Analysts 
and lectures nationally and internationally on the subject of
 trauma and its treatment. His celebrated book The Inner World 
of Trauma: Archetypal Defenses of the Personal Spirit explores 
the interface between contemporary psychoanalytic theory and
Jungian thought as it relates to practical clinical work with
 survivors of early childhood trauma. His new book, Trauma and
the Soul: A Psycho-spiritual Approach to Human Development
and its Interruption explores the “spiritual” dimensions of clinical
work with trauma-survivors.

For information on upcoming presenters,visit www.ofj.org WINTER/SPRING 2018
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LECTURE & WORKSHOP SERIES

JANUARY 19-20
SEX: THE FLESH AND BLOOD OF IT

FEBUARY 16-17
CONNECTING WITH CULTURE 

THROUGH PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPES

MARCH 16-17
HONORING EARLY HERMES 

GOD OF PATHS AND OPEN BOUNDARIES

APRIL 13-14
TRAUMA 

FINDING THE UNTOLD STORY THROUGH FILM
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Membership & Workshop Registration

JANUARY 

Lecture: March 16
7:30 – 9:30 pm

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland

Workshop: March 17
10 am – 3 pm

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland 

APRIL

Lecture: April 13
7:30 – 9:30 pm

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland 

Workshop: April 14
10 am − 3 pm

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland

MARCHBenefits of Membership
Your Membership support ensures that we continue to offer 
the freshest of Jungian thought to our community. As a member, 
you’ll also enjoy these benefits:

• Free or special-price admission to all Friday evening lectures 
by internationally recognized Jungians.

• Invitation to our Spring members-only Lighted-Hearted Event.
• Reduced registration fees and early-bird discounts for 

Saturday workshops led by our guest speakers.
• Borrowing privileges from our extensive library.
• Membership reciprocity with the Seattle CG Jung Society and 

Eugene Friends of Jung. Please show membership card at the 
door.

Annual Light-hearted Event
Members and their guests are invited to our annual meeting and 
  Light-hearted Event at the end of the Spring season. Please check 
our  website for details.

The Fae Dougan Library
We have an outstanding collection of books and other Jungian
 materials, including recordings of past programs, Jungian  journals, 
and the latest books by our recent speakers. You can view our library
catalog on our website. While  checkout privileges are limited to OFJ
members, the  general  public is welcome to use the library when it is
open (Saturdays, 12 to 3 pm, except program and holiday weekends).
811 NW 20th Avenue (at Johnson Street), Portland.

Volunteering
OFJ relies on the help of volunteers to bring you these wonderful pro-
grams. As a thank you, volunteers receive scrip to use toward entry to
the Saturday workshops. You must be a member in order to  volunteer.
If you are interested, contact us at volunteers@ofj.org. 
We welcome your help!

Please sign up at our website…
...to pay for memberships and workshops using PayPal, to receive
monthly email reminders, and to help us by keeping your contact
 information current. Go to www.ofj.org, and select Create a New
Account under Join Us.

“Like” us on Facebook

Look for Oregon Friends of C.G. Jung

Donations
Oregon Friends of C. G. Jung is a 501c3 non-profit educational
 organization. All contributions are tax-deductible and greatly
 appreciated. Visit our website to donate online.

Scholarships
A limited number of scholarships are available for workshops. Please
write to us at info@ofj.org or call us at 503-223-3080 to apply for a
scholarship. 

Oregon Friends of C.G. Jung: Winter/Spring 2018 Program    

MEMBERSHIP: 7/1/17 – 6/30/18 .......................$75 ____
Young Adult*: (with valid ID).................................$35 ____
Sustaining Membership: (starts at $100) ..............$_______
LECTURES: Members free; Public $20 at the door
Non-member Young Adults* $10 (with valid ID)

WORKSHOPS

Jacqueline Wright/Marilyn Marshall
• Member ....................................................................$75____
• Young Adult* Member................................................$45____
• Members Early-bird discount postmarked by 1/12........-$10____
• Public........................................................................$90____
• Young Adult* .............................................................$55____

John Beebe
• Member ....................................................................$75____
• Young Adult* Member................................................$45____
• Members Early-bird discount postmarked by 2/9 .........-$10 ____
• Public........................................................................$90____
• Young Adult* .............................................................$55____

Sylvia Brinton Perera
• Member ....................................................................$75____
• Young Adult* Member................................................$45____
• Members Early-bird discount postmarked by 3/9 ..........-$10____
• Public........................................................................$90____
• Young Adult* .............................................................$55____

Donald Kalsched
• Member ....................................................................$75____
• Young Adult* Member................................................$45____
• Members Early-bird discount postmarked by 4/6..........-$10____
• Public........................................................................$90____
• Young Adult* .............................................................$55____

Tax deductible contributions are gratefully accepted.......$_____
* Young Adults rates are offered to those under 30. Send photo 
copy of valid ID with registration.
Name__________________________________________
Street__________________________________________
City/State/Zip___________________________________
Email (Please print)_______________________________
Phone__________________________________________
Please mail this completed form with your check payable to: Oregon
Friends of C.G. Jung, 811 NW 20th Ave, Portland, OR  97209.
Debit/Credit cards, checks and cash accepted at all events.We encour-
age you to pay with credit card through our website; www.ofj.org.
(Young Adult rates are not available through our website since ID is required.)

• Confirmations for workshop registration will not be mailed.
• Written request for refunds will be honored if received one week 

before the event, less $15 for handling.
• Continuing Education Credit available from NASW: Lecture: $5, 

Workshop: $10, Lecture & Workshop: $10. Sign up at the event.
• Members paying for workshops online will receive the early bird  

discount. • Lecture tickets may now be purchased online.

Participation

Bring a lunch for the 45-minute on-site workshop breaks. For directions and a full description of these programs, visit www.ofj.org

JACQUELINE WRIGHT, EdD
MARILYN MARSHALL, LPC
Sex: The Flesh and Blood of It
Jung repeatedly emphasized that a disturbed
 sexuality was at the core of many complexes that
hindered a person’s ability to individuate or
 develop. Addressing sexual phenomena can be
 difficult because it often brings with it forbidding
moral dictates and shadow material that can
 challenge one’s beliefs and ideas about oneself. 
But avoidance might mean missing the  opportunity
to invite and deepen the vital energy it can bring. 
In the Jungian community we tend to talk about sex
symbolically and spiritually. But by skirting around
the flesh and blood of sex, its bodily sensations,
passions, behavior and  emotional communications,
we lose our  connection to the soul’s longing,
 pleasure and suffering. We will reflect on the
instinctual aspects of sex, examining personal 
and collective  attitudes toward it and increasing 
our  understanding of the potential role sexual
 phenomena may play in individuation.

Using the myth of Eros and Psyche, we will  continue
the focus on the expression and  experience of sex:
its instinctual, animal nature, its desire for life as
well as its relation to death; its aggressive play of
dominance and submission; its confrontation with
collective ideals; its insistence on a journey to the
Underworld; and its conception and birth of
Pleasure.  

JOHN BEEBE, MD
Connecting with Culture through
Psychological Types 
How we make sense of the world involves emotional
investments and intellectual frameworks that tie to,
but also go beyond, psychological type. Joseph
Henderson, co-author, with Jung, of Man and His
Symbols, observed that people apply different
 cultural values as they engage with the world. He
called these the social attitude, the religious attitude,
the philosophical attitude, the aesthetic attitude, and,
a latecomer, the psychological attitude. Using clips
from films, John Beebe will lead us in exploring
these orientations toward our culture. Participants
will take away a new way of observing and
 understanding themselves and others.

Dr. Beebe will explore how cultural attitudes 
impact our lives and relationships, and lead us in
 investigating the implications of the cultural attitudes
for therapy. We’ll also consider whether it is
 possible or desirable to try to develop the attitudes
that we do not naturally prefer and ask whether we
should be working in parenting or therapy to foster
the development of the cultural attitudes.  

Lecture: Jan. 19
7:30 – 9:30 pm

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland

Workshop: Jan. 20
10 am – 3 pm

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland

FEBRUARY

Lecture: Feb. 16
7:30 – 9:30 pm

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland

Workshop: Feb. 17
10 am − 3 pm  

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland

SYLVIA BRINTON PERERA, MA 
Honoring Early Hermes 
God of Paths and Open Boundaries
We are living in a time of heightened border
awareness as old securities of containment and
simple divisions of collective tribe and individual
ego are forced open by crises and opportunities.
We are also becoming accustomed to working
with the reality of interpenetrating borders between
our various complexes and their field effects in our
immediate and global environment. Such open
consciousness forces us to new levels of complexity
and integration. Hermes comes from an era where
similarly vast cultural shifts were underway. His
early stories and images shape a presence that
can help to orient consciousness today. He
 represents the threshold where energies and forms
interweave, where consciousness rises from and
opens back into the fluid matrix of psyche to bring
perception of multifaceted order, creativity, and
healing. 

We will explore Hermes’ function as open
 boundary-marker to wonder about the values 
we need to find for ourselves and those we are
 meeting in the ever-widening, contemporary
world. We will look at his functions around which
to explore dreams. We can share some of our 
own that may be dreaming us on to a security
beyond collective walls and inevitable longing 
for tribal identities. Please bring your thoughts,
 feelings, and, perhaps, a dream to share. We 
will have paper and crayons.

DONALD E. KALSCHED, PhD
Trauma: Finding the Untold Story
Through Film 
Contemporary films give a vivid portrait of the
shattering caused by trauma, and also point the
way towards healing. Early  developmental trauma
always involves an injury to the capacity to feel.
And when this happens, the window to life closes.
Overwhelmingly painful  feelings that were part of
the trauma are  dissociated and become part of the
untold story that must finally be opened and the
original pain re-experienced. We will see As It Is
In Heaven, a 2005 Swedish film by Kay Pollack,
about the  traumatic closing—and then re-open-
ing–of the protagonist’s (Daniel’s) capacity to feel.
Through his conscious suffering, a window to life
re-opens.

When trauma strikes the developing psyche of a
child, a sacred core of the self retreats into the
unconscious where it is surrounded by powerful
forces that constitute a “system” of defenses. This
Self-Care System and its inner “powers” frequently
appears in dreams during the psychotherapy of
trauma-survivors. Dr. Kalsched will tell some
 clinical stories and illustrate his discussion with
clips from contemporary films, including Beasts of
the Southern Wild, The Golden Compass,
Birdman, and Equus.
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